Abstract:
Localization technologies have seen great success and pervasive deployment. We can classify them based on who calculates the target position. Any of the three participants in a positioning scene - target, positioning infrastructure or third party - may perform the localization: (i) In self-positioning, a target such as a smartphone calculates its own position, for example, using a GPS constellation; (ii) In infrastructure positioning, the infrastructure senses target wireless traffic and calculates the target's position. For example, cellular towers can use triangulation to locate a calling phone. (iii) In a third party wireless localization, the third party senses the received signal strength (RSS) and localizes the target without (or with) the help of the infrastructure. This type of localization has potentially broad applications in public safety, cyber forensics, network management and many other applications.

In this talk, I will introduce three systems we have developed for third party localization: (i) HAWK - a mini Helicopter-based Aerial Wireless Kit, (ii) Sr Robot - search and rescue robot, and (iii) 3DLoc2 – three dimensional localization and locking toolkit. We propose an analytical methodology that considers the effect of target traffic pattern and specific hardware parameters on localization time and accuracy. We innovatively treat a packet sniffing process as a RSS sampling process and propose new sampling theories in localization. We consider flight speed and target traffic pattern for the first study of localization time and accuracy for aerial vehicles flying a route based on a space-filling curve. These systems will fill the gap in the state of art localization for scenes where no positioning infrastructure is available.
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